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EXERCICE 2

This lesson was prepared by Patricia 
McGrath exclusively for

examcast.ie to students purchasing 
online courses at
www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.



FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

Le collier A necklace

La médaille

La bague

Les boucles d’oreille

La montre

Le bracelet

Les bijoux

La broche

Une barrette

Le diamant 
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EXERCICE 2 

This worksheet is designed for you, the student, to use as you watch the Examcast lesson.
Fill in the English translation of the French vocabulary and you will have a perfect set of study notes!

Remember, you can always pause the video or replay a section if you need more time to take down the vocabulary.

This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.
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SOLUTION 2

1 E
2 H
3 I
4 B
5 A
6 J 
7 C
8 F
9 G
10 D


